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Readers get a chance to participate in James Patterson's wildly successful Middle School series in

this interactive book featuring more than 80 hilarious anecdotes from dueling siblings Rafe and

Georgia Khatchadorian--plus dozens of fun-filled activities! The Khatchadorian kids are an

opinionated duo, and as readers of the Middle School stories know, they don't exactly see eye to

eye. But when wild-card Rafe and mostly-straight-laced Georgia go at it, the only thing more fun

than their ranting is getting to join in! Their back-and-forth banter on a range of topics--from bullying

to cafeteria food to school dress codes--introduces more than 40 writing and drawing prompts and

other games, along with room for readers to share their own points of view. (Includes over 200

illustrations.)
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This is NOT a chapter book. It's more like an "activity" book. While my son is enjoying it, he was

disappointed that he couldn't really read it like the others. I'll have to pay more attention to the

descriptions I guess.

Although I enjoy Patterson's adult mysteries, I was very much surprised to see that he writes such



enjoyable books for themiddle school set. My grandson loved the book and I have already gotten

him four more by Mr. Patterson, Et al.Don't worry, this is not anything like his adult terror stories.

The book was about arguments between a brother and a sister on different things and it had fun

activities.Cons: It's not an A/R book. It's a little shorter than the others. It didn't seem in line with the

rest of the series.Pros: Really funny and a joy to read.(written by the 11-year-old boy who read it!)

Another great book by James Patterson , this is book 5 in a series of 7 books this one book ultimate

showdown is a really fun book . Quality is great binding is strong deliver on time and packed by nice

. I recommend this book and would buy it again !

My son loves this book I bought it for him when it first came out. He lost his book so he begged me

to order him a new one for his collection it's always a pleasure to buy my kids something he I know

will help him improve his reading. He's a fan of diary of a wimpy kid. But he's starting to love this

new book collection. So mama is always exited

My 12 yr. old grandson has been reading this series for a couple of years. He loves them. His

younger brother will be reading them soon. You don't have to bug them to read when they have this

series They are a fun read.They also like Harry Potter as well. Start with the first one in the series.

These books have been available for the last few years both on , Target and major book stores.

My 13-year-old son loves reading James Patterson's books, and so do I! The characters in this

series are believable, and no one is stereotyped or silly, and it is still a humorous read. The

illustrations are icing on the cake, too!

Free-spirited Rafe , and prudish Georgia take on each other in a battle of the siblings and beware,

you will get sucked right into the middle of it. You cannot just stand by and do nothing while they are

duking it out. You are invited to have a voice in their opinions, rants and very different views points

on such things as dress codes, food preferences and especially friendships. You contribute to the

narrative of the book as you get to contribute what you think. How cool is that?The Khatchadorian

duo use language that kids of this age will love. They talk about self-image, food fetishes and use

words such as fart, zit popping and vomit which will have this age group devouring the content,

reading on and asking for more of the same. I know, I taught this grade level and I am fully aware of



how their little brains work....or don't work sometimes too.The book is amazing because it is

interactive and engaging to the middle-grade reader. It is filled with more than 40 writing, drawing

prompts and games that cry out for their attention and will have the reader, pen in hand, ready to

dive right in and have his say. The momentum of the book is fast-paced and cheers the reader on to

the next topic.I highly recommend this book. It is fun, witty and the illustrations could stand on their

own, but with text added makes a brilliant combo. I am always on the look out for kid-friendly books

for that age group as those are the years that kids (especially boys) slip away from the printed word.

When you find a treasure like this, a tool that will get your kids back into the "reading game", it is so

important to get the word out that a book of this kind is available. I give "Middle School Ultimate

Showdown" two thumbs up and would give it three if I had an extra. Please buy and serve with a

pen or pencil.
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